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Abstract

On dynamical properties of maps with hereditarily indecompos-
able inverse limits
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In 1991 in [4] Minc and Trensue presented a method of construction of maps on pseudoarc

which are topologically transitive (and hence have positive topological entropy). In 1993 Chen

and Li proved that homeomorphism of the pseudoarc constructed by Henderson (in 1964) has

shadowing property (and zero topological entropy). They asked if it is possible to construct a

map on the pseudoarc with positive topological entropy and shadowing [1].

The above mentioned result of Minc and Trensue have at last two possible extensions. First,

it is possible to modify their technique to answer question of Chen and Li in the affirmative

[3] and on the other hand, it is also possible to adopt their ideas to the case of inverse limits of

graphs [2], obtaining transitive homeomorphisms on other types of hereditarily indecomposable

continua (e.g. pseudo-circle).

In this talk we will comment on possible combination of the above mentioned extensions of

Minc and Trensue technique and further dynamical properties of graph maps obtained as the

result of this construction (like topological mixing).
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